
 

 

Horsington Pond Project. 

 

 

To: Create a living, Sustainable Freshwater Habitat. 

 

 

Our Aim 

To educate children, to enhance our village pond 

 and to construct a safe enjoyable recreational  

Area for residents and visitors of the parish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horsington Parish Council 3rd March 2016 



 

Introduction. 

History of the Pond and previous maintenance. 

The pond falls under the ownership of the Parish Council. 

Date of pond construction is unknown but in the past used as a pond for watering of horses and washing 

carts. 

The pond being fed by stream will always have a deposit of silt build up, with natural wash off from arable 

fields and roads the pond has always required de-silting every 7 years or so, in the past this has been carried 

out by the parishioners with shovels hard work, more recently with the restrictions of current regulations 

modern machinery and contractors have needed to be used. 

Removing the silt has the adverse effect of removing and destroying the wildlife habitat that has developed 

since the previous time it was dredged, we are in effect allowing the pond to grow for 6 years and then 

destroying it on the 7
th

. 

The sluice gates that were previously fitted were weakening as the steel corroded and the strength in the 

gates diminished, a decision was made to replace the gates with new galvanised gates for longevity, fund 

aided with help from a community grant, some monies from the Parish Council and by donations of time and 

materials given to cover the remaining costs by those involved in the project. 

 

This was the first stage in the pond development; the next stage is to create a living, sustainable habitat 

environment for all pond wildlife and flora and to create an area for the village, visitors and children to enjoy 

and to learn about pond wildlife and the biodiversity that this brings. 

 

 The aim is to:  Enjoy, educate, and enhance the great asset we have of the village pond. 

 



The task ahead. 

The next stage of the project has been a long time in development, to create a living pond for as many 

species of wildlife and native plants that we can sustain within the pond and surrounding margins. 

 Research has been made and advice sought from DEFRA, The Pond Conservation Trust (now the Freshwater 

Habitats Trust), Environment agency, and various other specialists in the field of pond life and aquatic plants 

and wildlife. 

A plan has been formulated that entails creating three specific areas to the pond with dedicated roles in 

creating and maintaining the freshwater habitat. 

Area 1 

Is to build a silt trap at the lodge end out of gabion baskets filled with clean stone and fitted with a silt 

barrier to the inside. This will allow water to flow through the gabions to the natural level of the pond but in 

doing so trapping the silt into that area.  

Pre planted coir rolls will be attached to the top of the gabions to create plant life, and to encourage nesting 

bird and water voles among many other pond species. The coir rolls will also add as a further silt filter in 

times of heavy rain fall and the subsequent temporary rise in the water level. 

The direction of water entry into the pond lends itself to creating the silt trap along the roadside, which also 

allows us to clean the silt from this area more frequently from the roadside, without the need to put 

machinery into the pond and at less cost. It is thought that the need to desilt the trap should be every two to 

three years. 

Most importantly of all,  the natural level of the pond allows us to lower the water level sufficiently to 

remove the silt from the trap, whilst still being able to maintain sufficient water level at the other two 

areas to allow the survival of the pond inhabitants, this is key to this project. 

Area 2 

To create a still water frog and newt pond to the southerly side of the sluice gates with gabion cages. Again 

planted with coir rolls, this will give a different wildlife area of mainly still water area attracting the likes of 

frogs, newts, water beetles, water boatman, pond skippers and many other species. This area will be edged 

by a new and extended dipping platform, with shallow water level and secure from the main deep water 

pond. This area is designed for supervised use by children to learn about pond life, an information board will 

be located on the dipping platform with illustrations of what you should see within the pond and 

surrounding area. 

Area 3 

This is the main body of the pond which should remain relatively silt free.  Providing a freshwater 

environment for native fish such as minnows, sticklebacks, and all associated pond life naturally found in a 

pond supplied by a freshwater stream flow. Floating aquatic plants will naturally find there place in this area. 

 

 



 



 

Pond in present condition. 

 

 

Image showing areas of pond. 

 



 

Detail of proposed still water dipping pond.  

 

 

Showing proposed Silt Trap. 



 

Pond in full flow, higher than normal water level 

 

Pond in winter  


